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Characteristics

Object:
Branch:
ASSA ABLOY solutions:
ASSA ABLOY partner:

Challenge:

Film studios of vis:a:vis Filmproduktion GmbH, Berlin
Film production
· MEDIATOR multi-functional locks (effeff)
· DC 700 door closer (ASSA ABLOY)
· mechanical master key system (KESO)
Teckentrup and TBB, Berlin

vis:a:vis Filmproduktion GmbH offers full service
solutions for all aspects of film for economy, television broadcasting and public institutions. With
around 30 permanent employees and a large
number of freelance specialists, it covers the
range of services across all work phases in film
production: From concept development, script
and direction, through to technical production.
At the end of 2015, the company moved to new
premises in a modernised aircraft hangar in
southeast Berlin. The renovated building is part
of the former Johannisthal airfield, which was
opened as Germany’s second airfield in Septem-

Solution
ASSA ABLOY
Sicherheitstechnik GmbH
Attilastraße 61– 67
12105 Berlin
Bildstockstraße 20
72458 Albstadt
Niederlassung Hamburg
Eiffestraße 78
20537 Hamburg
albstadt@ assaabloy.com
www.assaabloy.de

The Mediator system from effeff, made up of
a self-locking panic lock and an electric linear
strike, fulfils the security requirements and
ensures that the doors are always locked. In combination with a mechanical master key system
from KESO, the aircraft hangar is protected from
intruders and other unwanted guests. Moreover,
people can leave the building through the doors
without a key at all times – during day-to-day
operations or in the event of an emergency.
For the door closers, Vis:a:vis also chose the slide
rail model DC700 from ASSA ABLOY. The door
closers have an appealing design and fit harmo-

ber 1909. Today, the building is part of the WISTA
science and technology and media park created
after the reunification.
For its new building, Vis:a:vis needed a security
solution to protect the doors from intrusion as
effectively as possible, but which also provides
a safe escape route for employees at all times
in the event of an emergency and is also easy to
use. vis:a:vis didn’t want to compromise on the
door closers inside the building either: The doors
therefore had to be easy to open and use and
also had to close securely afterwards.

niously in the modern look of the hanger. The
Cam-Motion® Technology reduces the counter
pressure when opening the door and the door’s
handling is made considerably easier compared
with conventional door closers.
Stephan Horst, Managing Director at vis:a:vis
Filmproduktion GmbH:
“The security solution from ASSA ABLOY fulfils
our requirements perfectly. The panic function of
the Mediator system ensures that our employees
have a safe escape route in the event of an emergency. That was extremely important to us.”
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A convenient and secure
solution was created for
all aspects of the door
with the combination
of different ASSA ABLOY
products.

